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Editors Note:
Daphne Bukirwa
For the last six months, we saw the world

but we persevered. It is this kind of energy, drive

literally shut down. It is something many of us

and commitment that makes CIU strong.

never imagined

would happen in our wildest

We embraced

dreams.Schools,

restaurants,

markets,

and are among the few universities in Uganda,

public transport, mosques and even churches all

to get approval from National Council for Higher

over the world all came to a stand still. It seemed

Education(NCHE).

hopeless for a while, but

parks,

distance and e-learning (ODEL)

even in the darkest

of times, CIU has managed to keep pushing

At the frontlines, our students and some of our

forward. We have managed to innovate and we

staff are sacrificing their lives to fight COVID-19

have completely transformed ourselves to handle

in Uganda. Their selflessness is what makes us

the new normal.

CIU strong.

In the midst of a world pandemic, CIU took on

This magazine issue really highlights some of

one of its hardest challenges yet, by moving to her

the many milestones that CIU has accomplished

new home in Bukasa. The obstacles were endless,

in some of the toughest times world wide.
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ALICE ASIO is a Clarke International University
Master of Public Health(MPH ) Graduate 2018 and
Bachelors of Nursing (SON) Graduate 2016.
She is one of the many CIU graduates fighting
COVID-19 at the front line. Asio’s current role
in the COVID-19 Response at Ministry of Health,
is on the Incident Management Team (IMT)
supporting the Points of Entry.
She is responsible for compiling of Points of entry
daily data and reports across the country,analysis
of data, Coordination of Points of Entry activities at
National level and providing technical support to
the district leadership and Points of Entry staff to

ALICE ASIO
AT THE FRONT LINE

ensure that all response activities run smoothly.
She also participated in sample collection.
She credits her success to all the Good academic
grades she obtained at Clarke International

By: Daphne Bukirwa & Rose Clarke

University. She learned all her excellent report

I was recently invited to be among the 18 Vice

writing and presentation skills from CIU.

Chancellors to meet the Minister of Education

She was able to secure the job because she got

and Sports to discuss strategies for re-opening

such a great recommendation letter from her

Universities.

Faculty Dean (Mr. Alege John)

Before the meeting, we were all asked to get a
Covid test. On July 7th, I turned up at KIU where

“Clarke

the testing was taking place. After registration,

contributed to my success in all that I do. The

I sat down to have the test. A health worker I

mode of teaching which is based on empowering

could not recognize due to the fact that they were

to meet the competitive job market rather than just

in full Covid-19 protective gear approached and

lecturing. The mentor-ship and public speaking

greeted me. “Hello VC” the lady said! I know I am

sessions just make me excellent at what I do.”

International

University

has

highly

not everyone’s VC and I knew immediately it was
one of our own students or alumni.

‘Great thanks to all my lecturers’
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COVID-19 TASK FORCE
By: FLoence Githinji

Since the lock down due to COVID-19 pandemic was instituted to curb the
spread of the disease, activities of several institutions (both formal and
informal) were put on halt. This has greatly affected the economy and
several other scheduled programs and as a fact of life, we need to adopt the
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I-MASK
CAMPAIGN
By: Dr. Rose Clarke

“new normal” as we prevent the spread of the infection.
Several institutions including academic ones shall have to operate amidst
the pandemic. To contribute to the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic
while operating, the National Council of Higher Education (NCHE) Uganda
set out standards upon which institutions shall operate. Clarke International
University (CIU) is one of those institutions committed to “walk the talk”
; and as such has formed a COVID 19 task force to implement the MOH
guidelines. This task force is chaired by Mr.Bashir Mwambi and consists
of 17 representatives from the school’s management, academic,student
and the community.
The taskforce oversees different activities to ensure the safety
of staff, students, visitors and community. These include;
• Training the CIU community in infection prevention and
control. The training is customized for staff and students
and is conducted in phases of different groups/cohorts both
physically and virtually.
• Ensuring every one at CIU adheres to Covid 19 IPC measures
like ; wearing masks,sanitizing, observing social distance,
cooperating with the task force in case one is a suspect.
• Ensuring that any suspect of Covid is handed safely to the
district task force and a follow up is done.
• Providing psychosocial support to students and staff.
• Collaborating with the university in procurement of all
Personal protective equipment (PPEs) for Covid 19.

Dear CIU Family, two weeks ago I launched the

first-line providers in various health centers

Clarke International University (CIU) i-Mask

around the country. We are privileged to be

Campaign.

among the teaching institutions that contribute

The goal was to strengthen CIU ’s readiness for

to both the numbers and quality of the health

re-opening on September 28th with the health

workforce in the country. And as some of these

sciences finalist students. Successful adherence

workers return to complete their studies, we have

to

dedicated

a responsibility to wear the mask for them and

behavior-change modification. In the coming

for us. Join me, therefore, in demonstrating our

days and months, it is imperative that we

motto to Lead, Innovate, Transform through the

demonstrate collective leadership in sustainably

practical wearing of masks at all times.

Covid-19

guidelines

requires

observing the Covid-19 safety measures.
This campaign came on the heels of a painful

Join the CIU i-Mask Campaign. Spread the word.

loss of one of our BSN-Top UP II student Isaac

Keep our community safe by adhering to all the

Chemwajar, who was working as an enrolled

Covid-19 guidelines that have been implemented

Nurse in Kapchorwa. Like Isaac (MHRIP), many of

at the university.

our students and alumni are working as Covid-19

#CIU-i-Mask
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CALL TO ACTION:

development and technology training among

ENGAGE WITH THE CIU ODEL GOALS

faculty

I

invite

all

students,

teaching

faculty,

administrators and staff to embrace the goals of

and

administrators;

and

recognizes

the importance of faculty participation in the
institution’s ODeL programs.

ODeL for all and continue to champion excellence
at CIU. ODeL provides a mechanism for delivery

SAFETY GOALS

of quality instruction through distance and

CIU recognizes that emergency ODeL strategies

electronic technology to enable students to attain

are driven by the ongoing efforts to stem the

their educational goals. The university also hopes

COVID-19 pandemic. The university will adhere

to acquire and support appropriate emerging

to the established Standard Operating Procedures

technologies for curricular, instructional and

(SOPs) as articulated by the Ministry of Health

administrative enhancement consistent with the

(MoH).

CIU strategic initiatives. We hope to collectively
achieve the following:

SUCCESS FACTORS—HOW WILL WE WIN
ODeL is an educational process in which majority

Open Distance &
e-Learning at CIU
By: Dr. Rose Clarke

INSTRUCTIONAL/LEARNING SERVICE GOAL

of the instruction occurs when students and

Through

teaching faculty are separated by time and

ODeL

strategies,

CIU

will

provide

online learning environments that foster change

location.

Therefore, an extra amount of time,

and transformation for our students; are not

motivation, self-discipline, and dependable tools

bound by the constraints of time and place; are

and

collaborative and creative with open, distance

access/or access to learning content in other

infrastructure:

computer/tablet/internet

and electronic delivery; are driven by learner

formats are required for successful learning

On September 30th, 2020, the National Council of

as indispensable and integral components of

needs; have measurable, predictable outcomes;

and engagement.

Higher Education (NCHE) approved the adoption of

our teaching and learning, student engagement,

provide quality online courses comparable to

be delivered online, some courses may require

the Emergency ODeL system for all our programs

assessment and research and innovation.

traditional face-to-face delivery; and engage

students to meet on-campus for labs under

learners in an active mode.

specific MoH SOPs. Staff and teaching faculty are

valid for the duration of the COVID-19 crisis as

Although ODeL courses will

will be determined by relevant authorities.

CIU recognizes that distance education globally

Clarke International University (CIU) sees ODeL

has been and will remain an arena of innovation

STUDENT SUPPORT/SERVICE GOALS

delivered at CIU.

as an integral part of the innovative strategies

in higher education, and an incubator for

Through ODeL strategies, CIU will strive to develop,

ODeL implementation have been trained in ODeL

for structuring and delivering quality education,

conceptual and technological advances that is

modify, and improve procedures for providing

pedagogy. Lastly, student’s agility, willingness

more specifically during the COVID-19 pandemic

capable of strengthening teaching and learning

satisfactory support services to distance learners

and readiness to learn using ODeL is critically

where higher education institutions (HEIs) are

in Uganda and at CIU. We hope to leverage CIU’s

in areas of assessment, admissions, registration,

important to both the student and the university’s

not allowed to operate the traditional face-to-

experience of eLearning which has been used to

counselling,

success in the implementation of ODeL.

face modalities of learning. This approach is

deliver various approved graduate programs by

mentoring/advising using such means as: the CIU

will strive to provide students with the best and

part of a broader focus on fostering continuity

NCHE since 2008 including master’s in public

customized ODeL Learning Management System,

most up-to-date educational resources available

and building capacity and infrastructure to

health (MPH) as well as master’s in health

Email, Telephone, Web pages, Virtual-face-to-

while also prioritizing a more learner-centered

sustainably deliver education and training as

services management (MHSM).

face interactions via zoom, google hangouts and

approach, enrichment, higher quality and new

laid out by the NCHE Guidelines (NCHE, 2020).

ODeL strategies will bolster CIU’s ability to

discussion forums.

ways of interaction. I wish you all a good and

Emergency

principle assets in the success of every program

library

services,

and

student

ensure that all of our programmes fully exploit

CIU

successful semester.

The University has established an enabling

the advantages of ODeL and deliver learning

FACULTY/HUMAN RESOURCES GOALS

ODeL policy which seeks to resolve may areas

opportunities with the required rigor, coherence,

CIU will provide training that demands the highest

of uncertainty and provide strong support for

and effective student support.

professional teaching standards for teaching

the progressive implementation ODeL strategies

Thus, all staff engaging in

online;

encourages

continuing

professional

Dr. R ose Clarke Nanyonga
Vice Chancellor
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Readiness to
Open For
Finalists

FOR PREPAREDNESS TO OPEN:

(g) Isolation tents have been placed both at Bukasa

Each student going for practicum placement

(a) the university has a 17 member Covid-19 Task

and St. Agnes incase there is a suspect that has

will be given a copy of the guidelines relating to

force as per the requirements composed of staff

to be transferred for further investigation and

practicum placement which they will be expected

(from the Senior management team, academic

management by the Area task-force. There is also

to sign and agree to abide by including consent

staff, admin and support staff) and , with most of

a sick bay in place. The university Counsellor

form. Supervisors will be assigned by the faculty

the members being health professionals.

will also be available to support the students

to follow-up the students as well as preceptors in

(b) The university task force has had more than

(h) Covid-19 related Trainings have been planned

the different hospitals.

By: Evelyn Ayot

4 training on Covid-19 related issues, from the

for the finalist starting on 29th September 2020

In July we received the guideline for rolling out

clinical background of the disease, managements,

for a week .

the Emergency ODEL from the National Council for

safety and quality assurance.

Higher Education, with guideline for Universities

The finalists doing the research will continue

(I) Time-tabling for lectures have been done in

with online submission of proposals, protocols

(c) Hand-washing facilities were procured and

a way that the Clinical students who are also

etc with support for the lectures and the

to apply once they felt they met the criteria given

placed in appropriate places in Bukasa as well as

front-line staff ( Nurses, Medical lab and Clinical

University REC. Guidelines have been shared by

by the NCHE in a detailed Checklist.

the Annex at St. Agnes in Kisugu

Medicine

health

the research department on the requirements

We

(d)

Sanitizers were purchased for students as

facilities are kept at one site (st. Agnes) while the

for the submission of protocols/proposals to the

from the National Council for Higher Education

directed by the NCHE, sanitizers were placed in

Public health and Foundation students are at the

CIUREC together with a step by step guide to ease

with a road map attached and guidelines

the different offices as well as at the University

bukasa campus with less than 50 students on site

submission of protocols through the National

assessing our readiness to open in August, and

entry points.

on a given day.

Research

the suggested start date for the finalists was 28th

(e) Proper Functioning Temperature Guns were

September, in the checklist the Council wanted

purchased and are being used by the trained

PRACTICUM PLACEMENTS:

to know the number of finalists in the different

persons at the gates as the points for screening and

In order to meet the guidelines in the SOPs given

programmes, plans for practicum placement and

a register is kept with details of all individuals.

to the university by the NCHE, student going for

With all this in place including continuous

the SOPs in place as guided by the Ministry of

(f) Every person entering the university must

practicum will be placed in small numbers in the

sensitization we have been able to receive the

Health.

wear their mask and have it on throughout their

different referral hospitals depending on their

finalist who have started their lectures after

stay at the university, this has been re-enforced

areas of specialization.

which they will be able to sit their assessments,

The total number of expected finalists across the

by the I-Mask campaign launched by the Vice-

Meetings have been held on Zoom with the

OSCE/OSPE, go for practicums, in house practicals

3 faculties are 424 students (Public Health – 168

Chancellor on 23rd September 2020. Pop-up

different

in the labs.

students, Allied Health Sciences -217 students,

massages about the use of mask and keeping

placement. The students have been asked to

School of Nursing 3 students).

safe, social distancing are everywhere in the

identified hospitals and Health Centre IVs which

university, including a TV screen as reception.

are closed to their places of residence/homes.

then

received

another

communication
for

students)

in

the

different

Information

Management

System

(NRIMS) in the CIUREC web page accessible on

student

due

to

odel@ciu.ac.ug.

go

for

practicum
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Beatrice
Nakabanda

Realizing Her Dreams
For Beatrice, Refactory came at a time when her
mother had chased her from home insisting that
she find a job. “Coming from a family of nine, I
was used to living with so many people. But now
I had to learn to go about life by myself. That was
the hardest time of my life and also the lowest I
had ever been.” Beatrice recalls.

“My dreams are valid and they are
coming through. It doesn’t matter how
many times I’ve given up on them, it
doesn’t matter who believes in them/
not. What matters is that God is with
me; he believes and supports my crazy
dreams. He values my dreams and look,
he is holding me by the hand, walking
me through this journey. Even when I
fall and give up, He gives me the courage
and the strength to stand up and move
on and with the hope I have in him I fix
my eyes on the bigger picture knowing I
will make it coz I’ve got the right support.
NOW IS THE TIME.”
Photo: Maren Hald Bjoergum

Photo: Maren Hald Bjoergum
Beatrice always wanted to work with software
development but hadn’t gotten the opportunity
to find the right job. She responded to a call for
a program with a tech company here in Uganda
(names withheld) but was unable to go through
the program because it was overwhelming. Her
mother wasn’t having any of it, so she sent her
packing out of home and into the world where
she was to fend for herself. Alone in a new
environment, Beatrice was depressed and scared
because she was used to being with her siblings
and enjoyed their company.
“I was so down, pondering on why I am trying to
get a job in a field that’s so hard, then while in this
big house by myself, a friend shared something on
her Twitter to which I picked interest. At the point
of giving up I decided to write down the opposite
of how I was feeling and what I was thinking.

I then jotted down declarations to myself that I

Beatrice decided to apply to Refactory’s Catalyst

unrelenting because I really wanted to make it to

look back at today and am happy I made them,”

Course.

boot camp also keeping in mind that i came from

Beatrice recalled.

“The application process was tough; I gave up and

a non-coding background” Beatrice says.

stopped half way into the process. However, the

“I almost missed the interviews for Boot camp

administrator reached out to me and encouraged

because I didn’t have a smart phone at the

me to complete as she had noticed in the system

moment but a friend called me saying “Your

that I had begun but I hadn’t completed. I thought

friends are here doing interviews for Bootcamp,

to myself these are very kind people,” Beatrice

where are you?” So “I rushed out on a bike and

remembers.

thank God I made it on time. In my cohort we used

When

asked

about

the

video,

one

of

the

to call Bootcamp ‘Heaven’. I almost missed out on

requirements when applying, Beatrice said it

‘Heaven’,” Beatrice remarked while giggling.

was so had to find the right words to say but she

Beatrice made it through to the Bootcamp and

gathered her thoughts and made one eventually.

she was assigned a project with IT company

When admitted into the program, Beatrice braced

Laboremus Uganda Limited. “I liked the project

herself for the journey ahead because she knew

from the very get go; I enjoy challenges because

it was going to be intense. She maintained are

they help me think outside the box. The team had

positive attitude and knew she had a goal to

to go through many processes from the beginning

achieve. “The Catalyst course was intense, it was

stages, what will the system look like, what is the

challenging but I knew deep down that this was

name, how will it work and many more.”

the best decision I had made. I gave 100%, I was
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Memorable moment

Challenges

“My first class with one of the facilitators, Ms.

When asked about one of the challenges she faced

Julia, was so enlightening,” Beatrice recalls. “She

while on the project Beatrice said, “The month

changed my mindset toward so many things. She

of problem identification, we decided everyone

helped me realize that I needed to have goals that

was to focus on their strength, research about

would lead us to the bigger picture. She helped me

the frameworks and the languages. However, one

set the pace for what my entire stay at Refactory.

of our team members dropped out two months

She challenged me so much I can’t forget her.”

into the project. We were dependent on each

Beatrice was on the same Bootcamp team as

other, so to bridge the gap we each had to learn

Ronnie Kimbugwe and Benjamin Kyamanya

something new to propel our project further. It

Mwesigwa. The system they developed for

was intimidating at first, but we managed.

Laboremus was estimation system, made to

“One thing I’ve learnt is you must have a goal;

help software companies estimate how long a

know your ‘WHY.’ Also, you can never be perfect.

project would take to build and as a result how

This will help you in times when you’re struggling

much they should charge the client. It was made

and failing to see the bigger picture.”

to be used by project managers and developers.
Beatrice was responsible for the user interface,
however the group designed and developed the
system as a team.

Technology has offered us a wealth of tools to use

of our technical team. (On that note, allow us to

to maintain workflow even with the change in

celebrate Martin Orban and Jackson Ssennengo).

the environment. With video conferencing tools

Bearing in mind that this was the first time some

such as Zoom, Skype, Hangouts, Miro, and many

of the students had interfaced with such tools,

alike, people have continued to maintain their

the feedback they shared was inspiring.

regular meetings and check-ins. Tools such as
with

Trello, Microsoft Teams, and Slack have allowed

We have also gone ahead to host a 2-week

Laboremus Uganda and looks forward to what

teams to keep track of the progress of their work

Microsoft skills lab facilitated by Neil Davis, a

the future holds. “For me this is the beginning of

and also support those that may have a huge load

software developer with Microsoft (an awesome

an awesome journey and I must say a huge thank

on their shoulders.

story for another day). In the works now is an

you to Refactory for equipping me with the skills

With the benefits of technology and the vast

Executive Catalyst spin-off called Beyond Tech: A

I need to fit into the tech workspace. Laboremus

wealth of tools it has to offer, businesses can

Refactory Master Class-series targeting all those

already feels like home. I don’t know what the

then move into growth mode, during which a

in high and mid-level management. Watch the

future holds but am ready.” Beatrice concluded

company reinvests profits, expands operations,

space for that.

with a huge smile on her face.

and brainstorms growth strategies with long-

Beatrice

is

now

a

junior

developer

term payoffs.

So yes, it is possible for your business to not
just survive but thrive while in these times of

Untold strife and struggle have been
brought about by the occurrence of the
pandemic. But what defines a business
that can stand the test of time is how
willing they are to adapt and reinvent
the way they operate during and after
the pandemic.

At Refactory, we pride ourselves in using

uncertainty. All you need to do is capitalize on

agile methods as we are firmly invested in an

the offerings of technology. Take tutorials, learn

environment that constantly demands change.

as much as you can, ask questions, and invest in

Many businesses have been hard hit forcing them

Agility requires two things: One is a dynamic

your work and your teams.

to make tough decisions, which may include

ability to move fast and be responsive, and two is

getting into survival mode (Survival mode means

stability. For your business to be agile it requires

In case you are interested in being part of a

cutting costs, laying off employees, tightening

stability, a stable foundation on which your

community of problem solvers who adapt and

profit margins, and saving cash) while others

company anchors its goals and prospectives.

thrive in any situation, then do not hesitate to

have continued to look for options that will
ensure sustenance for their business.

Even with the lockdown, our students have
remained

engaged.

We

have

seen

them

successfully finish their modules with the help

apply to be part of our August 2020 intake.
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PARTNERING TO
ADVANCE
MENTAL HEALTH

UNCST
AWARDS CIU

For more than a decade Clarke International University and
Tutapona

have

served

communities

throughout

Uganda

providing public health services, and the equipping of public
health leaders.
Clarke International University and Tutapona are now proudly

Clarke International University Research
Ethics Committee (CIUREC) awarded for
being among the most active Research
Ethics Committees and among the first
to roll out the NRIMS in Uganda .

partnering to utilize our collective expertise; launching

A mental health Certificate in Trauma and Adversity
Interventions.

Uganda

National

Council

for

Science

and

Technology (UNCST) at its 31st Forum for
Research Ethics Committee Chairperson’s in

Uganda is a nation of resilience and hope, but many within

Uganda (FRECU) meeting held at hotel Africana;

our communities suffer the impacts of past wars and conflict,

on the 21st September 2020, rolled out the National

gender-based violence, human trafficking, childhood neglect,

Research

or even the stresses of daily life. Tutapona serves in conflict-

(NRIMS) and also officially rolled out the National

affected communities with services fostering psychological and

Guidelines for research during the COVID-19

emotional healing. This program incorporates the knowledge

pandemic. During the roll out of the NRIMS,

and lessons learned from Tutapona’s experience - imparting

Clarke International University Research Ethics

practical skills to help those impacted by trauma and adversity,

Committee (CIUREC) was the first to be given five

supporting them to walk forward into a brighter stronger future.

Samsung Tabs (Tab A) along with the covers for

Information

Management

System

having been among the most active Research
The course provides professional development for current or

Ethics Committees and among the first to roll out

emerging professionals in mental health, and it equips those

the NRIMS in Uganda. Other equipments to be

in other helping professions such as nurses, development and

handed to CIUREC include Internet subscription

humanitarian workers, teachers, or faith based ministry workers

for two years, a printer and laptop which will

to better understand and assist individuals in their line of work.

be delivered by the UNCST officials during their

The course’s online platform takes students through 12 weekly

site monitoring visit to Clarke International

modules presented by Expert Academics and Mental Health

University Research Ethics Committee office.

Practitioners from across the globe. Participants learn through

The Tabs were given to help scale up research

audio lectures, e-readings, and message board forums where

ethics committee’s capacity; the Tabs will be

students engage the content in a supportive environment.

distributed to five key persons in the CIUREC
(the chairperson, vice chairperson, secretary,

Join us as we embark on this vital mission, improving mental
health services and facilitating emotional healing.

administrator and a community member).
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TRIBUTE TO OUR
OLD HOME

CHANCELLOR’S
VISIT

By: Dr. Rose Clarke

Dr.D.Zac Niringiye visits Clarke International

On July 15th, our nearly 15-year life became, albeit

University’s new home in Bukasa Muyenga.

temporarily, a pile of chairs, boxes, tables and a
thousand other items I never knew we had. And in a

“I can sum up my visit with three words.

tribute to a place that saw us graduate more than 2500

1)Milestone

healthcare providers, I sat down one more time and I

2)Vision

wrote…July 15th, 2020. Saying goodbye to IHK. It is the

I have quietly celebrated every staff and student

last day in my office. My PC is off. My office is packed

who has walked through these halls. I have been

up. The images are only a quarter of the hundreds of

privileged and trusted with responsibility, service

boxes waiting to be moved. This week I have been

and leadership. This home has been good to me...to us.

preparing to transition to a new home. I started packing

When am finally ready, I walk out of my office into the

future and to be apart of the redefinition of space

last week. But even now, the task (both of packing and

hallway; I pause at the door one more time to remind

and its transformation. I congratulate Dr. Ian

moving and setting up again) seems daunting. I have

myself that a university after all, is not just a place; it

and the CIU administration on its commitment

pending assignments and deadlines and papers to

is all the people and experiences that occur within it.

to the vision. Only dreamers can accomplish

write. But I can’t seem to get to any of it. And I thought

From here we get to move into a space that has been

moving a house was hard! Try packing up an entity!

purpose designed for CIU. And so, I walk away from

what CIU has accomplished in such a short time.

The IHK building has been home to CIU for at least 15

this place with gratitude and hope. At the exit, Andrew,

years. We started here as a training institute in 2005

one of our security guards stops me to ask: “will you

and slowly evolved into a licensed university in 2008.

really not come back doctor”. I smile at him. Am close

Today, as I close my office (which I have occupied for

to tears. But he need not see that. No one wants a cry

These were the remarks made by Bishop.Dr.D Zac

five years) I look out into the corridors and I see the

baby for a Vice Chancellor. I manage a quick nod. I

Niringiye on the 11/09/2020, as he visited CIU’s

life of the university (at least in objects and materials)

thank him again. And then tell him I will see him at

new campus in Muyenga for the first time. He

packed up. It is bittersweet. So many memories. And no

our new home. And with that I walk away. How can
one feel sadness, gratitude and hope all at the same

was accompanied by Dr.Moses Galukande, the

time to reminisce due to the Covid-19 lockdown. Still,
I feel I am walking away from a place I have loved. A

time? Thank you IHK! More importantly, thank you Dr.

place that has given me many opportunities to grow

Ian Clarke, for making all this possible.

and challenge myself; and one that will remain etched
in all my written and remembered experiences.

The Champions
After nearly six months at home, we received the
finalist students back at the university this week.
Everyone who walks into our new home gushes at
how nice it is.

But before that, there was sorting,

packing, moving, storing, reassembling, organizing,
and cleaning. CIU has so many champions, but in this
Covid-19 season we want to recognize the incredible
CIU Support Team and Administrators who have
worked tirelessly around the clock to make sure we all
get to enjoy this beautiful place. A multitude of thanks
to the Support Staff Teams, Administrators and
Managers and all others who volunteered a helping
hand during the challenging transition.

3)Imagination.
I am honored to experience something of the

The possibilities are endless at this point. Keep
dreaming. Keep imagining. “

chair of the University council, Dr.Ian Clarke the
promoter and Dr.Rose Clarke Nanyonga, the Vice
Chancellor of the University.
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